How to reach consumers when
they are in a saving mindset?
Consumer lived experiences in 2020 have impacted their
behaviours & approaches towards savings, investments & ISAs.
How have consumer behaviours changed, and
what should advertisers look for in 2021?

During the pandemic government support, pensions & employment has kept money
flowing into UK bank accounts. But lockdowns, restrictions & travel bans have, along
with consumer uncertainty reduced the opportunity for people to spend the money
they’ve accumulated.

3.5x

In 2020 it meant a total of

£104bn

more than the average of
the previous two years.
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Consumers may be thinking about what they
should do with these accumulated savings
Has uncertainty played a role in consumers not using saving products?
The end of the tax year drives more focus on savings, but will this ‘once
in a year’ focus stay?

Investment seasonality (Indexed based on monthly avg for year)
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Are consumers getting
the best return?

19%

year-on-year growth for ISAs

with enormous demand with stocks
& shares and junior products.
Change in search volume Jan-21 vs Jan-20
Ranked by # of searches in each category
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Microsoft Internal, Jan-21 vs Jan-20.
Unclassified = upper funnel, non-product
specific searches i.e. best ISA

Our study shows that consumers who are looking at ‘investment services’
have a strong correlation with the following In-Market Audiences

IT & Technical jobs

Real Estate

Education and training

With our In-Market Audiences you can reach more people to target new customers
that might be looking for ways to invest the money they saved in 2020.

Native and Email
compliment conversions in journeys
When using multi-touch attribution models, Native & Email compliment SEM.
Conversions on ISA products by channel & attribution model
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SEM accounts for

8/10

conversions using a ‘last
touch’ attribution model.

Multi touch

Microsoft Internal, CDJ research Jan-21. Others = Display, Social, Video
Multi-touch attribution model through Markov Chains

The Microsoft Audience Network supports
goals to reach new audiences with premium
native placements across Microsoft owned
and operated sites like MSN, Outlook.com
and Microsoft Edge.

Our top 3 recommendations for
Savings and Investments

Be ready
Savers will look at year-end
to use up their tax-free ISA
allowances and will plan
their ISAs for the new tax
year. Stocks & Shares and
junior ISAs are a priority.
Don’t miss this moment
in time.

Look outside the box

Use multi-touch

Leverage In-Market
Audiences to find new
consumers with our
correlated analysis.

To connect to consumers
on their journey through
native and email marketing
in addition to search.

Tip: IT & Technical jobs lists
are a ‘must have’ target.

Our Microsoft Audience
Network is a great way to
do this.

What’s next?
Contact your account team today or visit Microsoft Advertising to learn more.

